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FORWARD 

The idea for this guide originated with the Professional Foresters Examining Committee (PFEC), which was 
created under law by the California State Board of Forestry to oversee the registration, examination, and 
licensing of Registered Professional Foresters (RPFs). In 1994, the PFEC raised the concern that, in a large 

percentage of the cases brought before it questioning RPF conduct, the focus of the inquiry was lli11 on the 
RPF's judgment in forestry practice, but rather on how the related business transaction was conducted. 
There seemed to be, in many of these instances, a lack of familiarity with California law pertaining to agency 
and fiduciary responsibility. Also, lack of a clear understanding of the nature of the business relationship 
between the RPF and his or her client often led to dispute and conflict. 

While the Professional Foresters Law sets general standards of conduct for RPFs, it provides little in the way 
of practical guidance to RPFs concerning their relationships with clients, employers, and the public. To 
address the need for such guidance, and in response to the PFEC's concerns, the California Licensed 
Foresters Association has published this Guide to Business Practices. Its goal is to promote a better 
understanding of standards of professional conduct in business affairs among RPFs and those with whom 

they do business. 

INTRODUCTION 

As with many professions, the practice of forestry often involves providing advice to other parties, or 

planning and implementing projects on their behalf. While this is commonly true of consulting foresters 

who are hired by clients such as landowners, it may also be true for foresters employed by timber companies 
and government agencies, in that they act in the interests of their employer. Depending upon the nature of 
the business relationship, specific responsibilities may be incurred by foresters when conducting such 
business on behalf of others. Even a forester working solely for his own benefit may have certain 
responsibilities to others by virtue of holding a professional license. 

It is the nature and conduct of these professional relationships that is the subject of this publication. Included 

is a discussion of agency and fiduciary responsibility, two important concepts based in business law; the 

elements essential to a contract; and steps to take to analyze the potential for a conflict of interest in business 
situations. This guide also outlines RPF responsibilities under the Professional Foresters Law (Public 
Resources Code Section 750 et seq.). Consideration of practices not required by law, which may be 
applicable in certain circumstances, will also be discussed. 

By observing the guidelines p,ovided here, the RPF should reduce the potential for -embarrassing and 
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